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in the curves deserves a standing ovation. It is a masterful collection by 
a maestro at the top of his game. I predict that we will be applauding 
Bridges over and over again in the future.

Before I Forget Them, by Jamie Wimberly (Alpharetta, Ga.: Redheaded 
1VCMJTIJOH�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��
perfectbound. ISBN 978-0-578-66619-8. Price: $10.00 from the author 
at jwimberly@defgllc.com; or available for free download at www.red-
headedpress.com/free-e-books
  
Reviewed by Ron C. Moss

James Wimberly’s new collection of haiku and art is a feast for the eyes. 
The cover of an emotionally powerful heavy red, almost a darkness of 

red, over windblown grasses evokes a feeling of much promise to come. 
8IBU� GPMMPXT�TJYUZ�FJHIU� IBJLV� JOUFSTQFSTFE� XJUI� GPVS� QJFDFT� PG� BSU�
linked by an almost red bloodline through each—does not disappoint. 
&EJUFE�CZ�+PIO�4UFWFOTPO�XF�DBO�GFFM�IJT�MJHIU�CVU�WFSZ�MFBSOFE�BOE�FY-
perienced touch on what could be said to be a selection of words that are 
pictures and pictures that are words in the very best way. 

In the chapbook’s foreword, Stevenson quite rightly makes mention 
of Buson, the famous poet and artist and his masterful works, placing 
Wimberly within the venerable tradition of painter-poet. We also know 
that haiku master Bashō painted. In a famous story from the “Grass-Hut 
Farewell” and “Words at Parting from Kyoriku,” Bashō asked his painting 
UFBDIFS�,ZPSJLV�i8IZ�EP�ZPV� MPWF�QBJOUJOH u�i#FDBVTF�*� MPWF�IBJLBJu�
IF�BOTXFSFE��i8IZ�EP�ZPV�MPWF�IBJLBJ u�i#FDBVTF�*�MPWF�QBJOUJOH�u��"M-
though he studied these two arts, they came down to the same thing. 

Wimberley’s title, Before I Forget Them, not only prompts an intriguing 
FYQFDUBUJPO�PG�B�QPFU�T�XPSET�CVU�XF�FBHFSMZ�BXBJU�UIFJS�VOGPMEJOH�JO�BOE�
BSPVOE�B�DPNQMFNFOU�PG�WJTVBM�FYQSFTTJPOT��'SPN�UIF�đSTU�B�TJOHMF�IBJLV
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winter eve
she is reminded to use
her inside voice

quickly sets a mood fully realised by the accomplished art on the oppo-
site page. The link between the two is the feeling of “inside,” which the 
painting beautifully demonstrates with great skill and craft, with layers of 
pastel coloured paint that give us a feeling of being subdued and closed 
in.

The following pages open with haiku sometimes three to a page, but 
they don’t feel crowded as the opposite pages are left blank, allowing 
space to record mental notes of the gems that are revealed.

each sparrow
each sorrow
a flock of forms

This wonderful haiku is filled with a rhythmic beat that is also visual with 
the repetitive end rhymes in “sparrow" and "sorrow.” And the last line 
tantalises us to look even further.

sable paint brush
CBDL�JO�UIF�CPY
my father’s casket

Wimberley is not shy in going to those deep emotional places we all trav-
el in our lives. We ask ourselves what is the significance and connection of 
the sable brush and the feelings for a departed one. He’s at his best when 
in deep introspection, and we are taken on a journey of the soul…

pencil down
he continues to draw
within himself
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The visual art opens us to more of the poet’s brushwork. Carefully se-
lected found things and digital captures blend together with painted ele-
ments seamlessly, without feeling forced or over-burdened. And the same 
DPVME�CF�TBJE�BCPVU�IJT�IBJLV��ăFSF�T�TP�NVDI�UP�FYQMPSF�JO�UIF�JNBHFT�
that draw you into multiple layers. More haiku tumble out through the 
pages with fresh images and peoples and places that demand our atten-
tion…

moving day
his baseball mitt
found unused

So much left unsaid, but a haiku like this lifts us to a place where we can 
bring our own thoughts and feelings to make connection. How much of 
our own lives feel unused, the broken promises we made sometimes leav-
ing us filled with regret.

fingers
through luminescence
the aching sea

This haiku and the masterful image on the opposite page is a swirling 
NBTT�PG�MJOLJOH�BOE�TIJĕJOH�BT�B�USVMZ�XFMM�DSFBUFE�IBJHB�	IBJLV�QBJOUJOH
�
should be. A painting of a person appears to have been placed in a real-
MJGF� CPY� BOE� UIFO�QIPUPHSBQIFE��0UIFS� KVYUBQPTFE� FMFNFOUT� JODMVEF� B�
ESJOLJOH�HMBTT�XIJDI�HJWFT�TIBSQOFTT�BOE�B�EJĈFSFOU�GPDVT�BOE�TPNF�UFYU�
PO�UIF�SJHIU�JT�BMTP�JOUFSFTUJOH�BOE�DSFBUFT�NPSF�SPPN�GPS�FYQMPSBUJPO�BOE�
thought. This reviewer needs to contain himself so as not to preclude too 
much of what can be found by the reader. But this combination, along 
with the high standard of many of the elements in this book, will speak 
for themselves and reward tenfold with each successive reading. 

her longing —
moon smooth and
polished white
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To me this haiku is in the best tradition of master Buson, full of painterly 
images. Far from being irritated by not knowing the “her” to whom the 
poet is referring, I felt right away connections to sister moon and the 
smoothness and polished white is a unique painting in words.

charcoal
thickening on paper
the twilight

With this haiku the poet has brought together all the wonderful ele-
ments of a tactile discipline crafting fine art and the poetry of haiku. As I 
alluded to in the beginning of this review, Bashō’s painting teacher Kyor-
iku, with his love for haikai and painting, saw no distinction between the 
two. Wimberley has achieved just this, and as a successful established art-
ist, he has shown that to write poetry with heartfelt emotion and present 
it in the same pages with well-crafted artworks, brings endless rewards. 
Before I Forget Them is a fine achievement, indeed, and I recommended 
it wholeheartedly.


